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Introduction

The definition of an ‘Open’ control system is one that has the ability to communicate with disparate 
manufacturers products over a common platform.

This platform will utilise a common language (protocol) that allows communication between multiple 
Vendors products.

Multiple protocols exist adhering to differing standards, usually these standards are governed by a trade 
body represented by multiple manufacturers and an independent governing body.

Within the construction industry, technology progresses at an incredible speeds, and over the past 2 
decades we have seen many changes to Open System Design.

This presentation will look at the development of Open Systems leading us from Proprietary (Closed) 
Systems to Smart Buildings leveraging Open Control Systems, Digital Services and Cloud Connectivity.
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History Lesson

Operational Technologies (OT)
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Modbus

Modbus is a data communications protocol originally published by Modicon (now Schneider Electric) in
1979 for use with its programmable logic controllers (PLCs). Modbus has become a de facto standard
communication protocol and is now a commonly available means of connecting devices used in Building
Services.

Modbus is popular because it is openly published and royalty-free. It was developed for industrial
applications, is relatively easy to deploy and maintain compared to other standards, and places few
restrictions on the format of the data to be transmitted.

Modbus is a serial interface adopted by many Equipment Manufacturers and provides an integration
platform to many Building Management System Platforms
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BACnet

BACnet, short for “Building Automation Control is a communication protocol for building automation and control
(BAC) networks between cooperating building automation device.

BACnet was designed to allow communication of building automation and control systems for applications such
as heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning control (HVAC), lighting control, access control, and fire detection
systems and their associated equipment.

The BACnet protocol provides mechanisms for computerized building automation devices to exchange
information, regardless of the particular building service they perform.

Originally developed in 1987 under the auspices of the American Society of Heating Refrigerating and
Airconditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), BACnet has been an ANSI standard since 1995 and an ISO standard
since 2003.

BACnet Secure Connect (BACnet/SC) is an addendum to the BACnet protocol released by the ASHRAE
BACnet Committee. It is a secure, encrypted communication datalink layer that is specifically designed to meet
the requirements, policies, and constraints of minimally managed to professionally managed IP infrastructures.
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LonWorks

LonWorks or Local Operating Network is an open standard (ISO/IEC 14908) for networking platforms
specifically created to address the needs of control applications. The platform is built on a protocol created
by Echelon Corporation for networking devices over media such as twisted pair, powerlines, fibre optics ,
and RF.

It is used for the automation of various functions within buildings such as lighting and HVAC;

LonWorks and the Lon Talk protocol was popular through he 90’s and required all devices on a network to
be certified, known as ‘LON Marked’ this ensured that devices from differing manufactures with the same
functionality had the same functional profile, enabling system designers to select ‘best of breed’ when
designing systems.
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KNX

KNX is an open standard for commercial and domestic building automation. 
KNX devices can manage lighting, blinds and shutters, HVAC, security systems, energy management, audio 
video, white goods, displays, remote control, etc. 

KNX evolved from three earlier standards; 
Ø the European Home Systems Protocol (EHS)
Ø BatiBUS
Ø European Installation Bus (EIB or Instabus). 

It can use twisted pair (in a tree, line or star topology), powerline, RF, or IP links . 

It is administered by the KNX Association, a non-profit organisation governed by Belgian law which was 
formed in 1999. The KNX Association has around 500 registered hardware and software vendor members 
from 45 nations. 

It had partnership agreements with 100,000 installer companies in 172 countries and more than 500 
registered training centres.



Intelligent Building
An Ecosystem of Supporting Services



The challenges faced require seamless collaboration

between OT and IT/IoT/AI players
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Cloud Services

Microsoft Azure
IoT Hub Connector

Mosquitto
MQTT Broker

Information Technologies (IT)
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Application Programming Interfaces (API’s) 

An application programming interface (API) is a way for two or more computer programs to communicate 
with each other. It is a type of software interface, offering a service to other pieces of software. A document 
or standard that describes how to build or use such a connection or interface is called an API specification. A 
computer system that meets this standard is said to implement or expose an API. 

In contrast to a user interface, which connects a computer to a person, an application programming interface
connects computers or pieces of software to each other. It is not intended to be used directly by a person
(the end user) other than a computer programmer who is incorporating it into the software.

An API is often made up of different parts which act as tools or services that are available to the programmer.
A program or a programmer that uses one of these parts is said to call that portion of the API. The calls that
make up the API are also known as subroutines, methods, requests, or endpoints. An API specification
defines these calls, meaning that it explains how to use or implement them.
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oBIX

oBIX (for Open Building Information Exchange) is a standard for RESTful Web Services-based interfaces to 
building control systems. oBIX is about reading and writing data over a network of devices using XML and 
URIs, within a framework specifically designed for building automation.

oBIX is a web services interface because it does not necessarily allow deep interactions with the underlying 
control systems. This interface can enable communications between enterprise applications and embedded 
building systems as well as between two embedded building systems. Facilities and their operations to be 
managed as full participants in knowledge-based businesses.
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Docker

Docker is an open platform for developing, shipping, and running applications. Docker enables you to 
separate your applications from your infrastructure so you can deliver software quickly.

Docker provides the ability to package and run an application in a loosely isolated environment called a 
container. The isolation and security allow you to run many containers simultaneously on a given host. 

Docker enable easy deployment of business logic from the cloud to IoT Edge Device (e.g., ECLYPSE APEX) 
using Azure IoT Edge services

Containers are lightweight and contain everything needed to run the application, so you do not need to rely on 
what is currently installed on the host.
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MQTT

MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport) is a lightweight, publish-subscribe, machine to machine 
network protocol. It must run over a transport protocol that provides ordered, lossless, bi-directional 
connections—typically, TCP/IP. 

The MQTT protocol defines two types of network entities: a message broker and a number of clients:-
An MQTT broker is a server that receives all messages from the clients and then routes the messages to 
the appropriate destination clients. 
An MQTT client is any device (from a micro controller up to a fully-fledged server) that runs an MQTT 
library and connects to an MQTT broker over a network.

Information is organized in a hierarchy of topics. When a publisher has a new item of data to distribute, it sends 
a control message with the data to the connected broker. The broker then distributes the information to any 
clients that have subscribed to that topic. The publisher does not need to have any data on the number or 
locations of subscribers, and subscribers, in turn, do not have to be configured with any data about the 
publishers.
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JSON

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is an open standard file format and data interchange format that uses
human-readable text to store and transmit data objects consisting of attribute–value pairs and arrays.

It is a common data format with diverse uses in electronic data interchange, including that of web
applications with servers.

JSON is a language-independent data format. It was derived from JavaScript, but many modern
programming languages include code to generate and parse JSON-format data. JSON filenames use the
extension .json.



We are Living in a Constantly Changing Environment
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Provide more value by 
offering a wider range 
of services
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The Digital Services Wheel
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Challenges

1. Traditional BMS Engineers understand the technologies around OT and may only have basic IT 
knowledge

2. IT Engineers don’t always understand BMS Applications and Building System Design

3. Expertise in all areas shown on the Digital Services Wheel is not known by a single company

4. Management of Contract Delivery becomes more complex and requires the appointment of a ‘Master 
Systems Integrator’ (MSI)

5. The MSI needs to support the End User Vision on design, validation and integration of these systems 
so needs to be independent in the Contractual Chain



Bridging OT / IT / IoT & AIHVAC / BMS

IoT / AI / Cloud
Mobile Apps
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The Ideal Platform to Support the Most Specific Needs

ü ENABLE Flexible Cloud Connectivity for advanced services

ü INTEGRATE any proprietary IP equipment available on site

ü DEPLOY/UPGRADE specific services from the cloud

ü OPTIMIZE Security Certificate update process

ü AUTOMATE system backup

ü IMPORT data from external system

ü REPORT/EXPORT data to any external system

ü …
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Enhanced Building efficiency

A collaborative 
program that expands 
the list of options and 
solutions for building 

owners and occupants

Leader in Building Innovation

Openness is part of 
Distech Controls DNA

Smart Building Experts

Access to the latest 
BMS technologies and 

training
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Digital Partner Program



Digital Services Companies
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System Integrators Value Proposition (in DESIGN)
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Streamline the design tasks for System Integrators with a more powerful and capable controller.

• SIMPLIFY setup time with a IoT Edge device part of the OT network allowing deployment from the cloud
• EXPAND your system capability with streamline connection to on-premise or cloud-based advanced services
• REDUCE cabling and related material cost with combo equipment that bridges the OT and IT/IoT world 



System Integrators Value Proposition (in OPERATION)
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• ENABLE Flexible Cloud Connectivity for advanced services (analytics, remote diagnostic, monitoring and control)

Expand, optimize and increase the profitability of service offerings.



System Integrators Value Proposition (in COMMISSIONING & MAINTENANCE)
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Optimize the tasks of System Integrators and limit the risk of errors by proposing solutions to automate 
time-consuming and repetitive processes.

• OPTIMIZE Cyber Security related workload with ECLYPSE Security Certificate update process
• SECURE your maintenance work with automated and centralized ECLYPSE backup and selective batch restore
• SIMPLIFY Efficiency Compliance Reporting process with the ability Export log in various IT format (CSV, …)



Facility / Energy Manager Value Proposition (in OPERATION)
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Empower Facility Managers with an efficient and open technology platform. 

• IMPORT easily data from external system (ESCO/Energy Provider) for energy monitoring and optimization
• REPORT seamlessly building energy consumption to cloud-based state portal for regulation compliance monitoring purpose
• CONNECT securely to any cloud-based estate portfolio management platform



Thank You.


